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Middle East Industrial Training Institute (MEITI) is a multifaceted establishment with

business address at P.O. Box 33229, Abu Dhabi, UAE. It was founded in 2002 to

excel knowledgeable Training and Certification of local and International students

primarily in Nondestructive Testing and Welding Sector in various industries

throughout the Middle East.

Middle East Industrial Training Institute (MEITI) was formerly known as "Middle East

Industrial Training Centre". The school is owned by UAE National Mr. Saif Bin

Mohammed Al Salmeen Al Mansouri born in Abu Dhabi. He was a man of vision who

values education and he recognized the need for the development of technically

qualified, high skilled and professionals to support the booming construction in the

oil and gas industries in the region. Under the direction and commitment of Mr.

Haytham Akkila , the managing director of the company, the school was founded to

offer a unique and satisfactory learning experience.

With the continual heavy demands of improvement and development on the

engineering industry, MEITI obtained Government Approval as one of Accredited

Training Institute (ATI) authorized by UAE Ministry of Education in Abu Dhabi. This

leads to rename the company as "Middle East Industrial Training Institute" in 2007.                                                page 1 / 2



Likewise before end of 2006, the Institute has been audited by American Welding

Society and eventually acquired the Accreditation as one of the Authorize Facility

for Testing and Certification of Welders, Inspectors, Supervisors and Engineers.

The change in name intends to signify an exciting shift in the business from an

instructional institution to an organization with a dual mission. Now, the MEITI

extended its services by providing industrial support services to various companies

in the field of fabrication, welding, inspection, consultancy services and other

specialized services requested by the client.

Today, the company has collaborated with various companies in various countries.

Different branches are located in Syria, Sudan, Nigeria, Philippines, Algeria and Iran.

This partnership aimed to serve our customer better throughout the world.
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